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 Two amazingly divergent views

 Achievement & failure: RES instead of CO2 reduction

 The “cost of an ice cone”…fallacy of the EEG

 A life times’ savings wasted: citizens footing the bill

 The fallen angles: collateral damage

 Further collateral damage

 Removing the myth: two white knight interventions

 Hope for German sensibility point forward?

 Sector convergence and “all-out” electrification

 The “low-hanging fruit”: can natural gas save the day?

 Outlook
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 Fatih Birol, Berlin Nov. 2016:                                  

“Germany … a source of inspiration”
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COP22 Marrakesh November 2016:                         

Germany declared “Fossil of the Day”
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Source: BNetzA

*) EEG = “Erneuerbare Einspeisegesetz” = RES Feed-in Law” 
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Source: Agora Energiewende 2017
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EEG 2000: Push RES by “must-run” priority & 20 year guaranteed 

(above market) feed-in tariffs                                                                              

Cash flow: DSO/TSO pay above market feed-in tariff; sell at a loss at 

the exchange & charge losses to “EEG account”                                 

=> allocated to end user electricity bills
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€ 1.00 

Source: DICE, INSM



Centrally planned economy style approach; no incentive for 

efficiency/innovation                                                                             

P&L state: balance zero                                                                                       

P&L citizen: € 1.00 ? 
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€ 1.00 ? 
Source: DICE, INSM
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E.ON, RWE & others: massive value destruction      
Banana Republic: exit nuclears

Incumbent’s arrogance: underestimated impact of RES 
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Source: Telebörse



Desperately fighting for survival:                                           

E.ON: spin-off “bad bank”; RWE: IPO the RES unit
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E.ON Uniper

RWE INNOGY

Spin-Off

IPO

Failed: Nuclear assets by law forced to stay with E.ON; 

massive write-downs on market value Uniper; 

E.ON not a clean green business

Too soon to tell: attained ~€ 5 billion; but not a clean 

green business; ~40,000 FTEs
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Excess RES production floods neighbours (55.6 TWh) 

Single European electricity market negatively affected
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Source: Agora Energiewende



Negative electricity prices: we pay our neighbours to 

have them take our green electricity
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 Widespread misperception: cost degression thanks to 

German EEG? No!

 2006: China exports cheaper & more efficient solar panels

 European lobby cries for continued dumping duties
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Source: Fraunhofer; Stanford



 Cost degression thanks to German EEG? No!

 DG Comp. regards subsidies as illegal state aid

 Introduction tenders renders more competitive prices
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Source: BMWi
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 Germany is firmly stuck in central economy planning 

style approach: picking winners & dishing subsidies

 Introduction of serious price on carbon (European ETS 

all sectors) hampered by ever rising “EEG-Umlage” 

 German climate protection plan pruned in the face of 

elections (e.g. continue coal till 2040)

 So-called “sector convergence” appears once more 

infested by RES ideology: “all-electric by RES”
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Yet another fallacy: increase power demand whilst not at 100% RES?
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Sector convergence and “all-out” electrification  

Source: Gas Strategies



For politicians, “vision suffices”                                                           

Electricity: much lower energy density                                            

Costs peak generation & transport capacity barely calculable
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Sector convergence and “all-out” electrification  

Source: Enagas
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The “low-hanging fruit”: can natural gas save the day?
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Natural gas is the „low hanging fruit“ for material and immediate reduction of 

greenhouse gases
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OIES Stern: “…not much traction with policy makers…”

mailto:wolfgang.peters@gasvaluechain.com


Gas has superior qualities regarding climate protection 

and … clean air
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Source: EIA

The “low-hanging fruit”: can natural gas save the day?



IEA & others bullish on gas growth:                  
Supply growth ~1,200 bcm/a; demand ~5,000 bcm/a
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Source: BP Energy Outlook 2017

The “low-hanging fruit”: can natural gas save the day?



Gas expected to overtake coal primary energy share
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Source: BP Energy Outlook 2017

The “low-hanging fruit”: can natural gas save the day?



IEA WEO 2016: The unfolding LNG “revolution”
LNG about to overtake piped gas in global trade

New LNG has no destination restrictions                                            

Gas on its way to become “just another” a globally traded commodity
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Source: IEA WEO 2016

The “low-hanging fruit”: can natural gas save the day?



Security of gas supply no longer a regional issue          

Dependency concerns (e.g. heated debates Russia) less relevant
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IEA: “As the role of gas … evolves, a narrow 

approach to gas security focussing on gas as a 

stand-alone fuel in an individual region is no 

longer appropriate.”

Source: IEA Global Gas Security Review 2016

The “low-hanging fruit”: can natural gas save the day?
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 Perhaps most importantly: Beware of German Energiewende

 Since 2 degree target cannot be met, additional measures 

are to be expected

 Most likely: higher price on carbon, increasingly globally

 Clean air problems augment and accelerate the process

 Natural gas stands good chance to play significant role

 Natural gas only fossil fuel which “can green”

 Good chance to play continued role in holistic energy 

system (PtG hydrogene, synthetic gas, biogas)

 Ultimate challenge: grid parity of RES and competitive 

storage solutions for RES electricity 
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